
Want Even More Prosperity to flow into your abode?  

Try these suggestions and see what happens. Think of it as an experiment and have some fun with it.        

 

1. Place the element of wood in your prosperity area. This is the back far left corner of your home or office if you 

were standing at the threshold of your front door facing inward.  I’m talking real wood here. Wood floors, wood 

paneling, wood picture frames, pictures of the woods (make sure the images of trees are full, healthy and 

abundant.) Wooden cabinets, decking, furniture, fake or real trees. If you really want to “oomph” it up, place 

nine lucky bamboo trees in this area. They can be very small to start out. Bamboo is lucky because it is so hardy 

and resilient. It grows quickly. That’s how I want my money to behave, how ‘bout you? 

2. Frogs! These little guys are a very good sign that money is coming your way if you are lucky enough to see one. 

Frogs are very auspicious in Feng Shui. The Chinese have a totem called a “wealth frog.” Its back is full of coins. If 

you get a wealth frog, place a coin in its mouth and then set it in a hidden place in the wealth area of your home 

or office. This represents hidden money that only you know about.  

In science, frogs are harbingers of how well the environment is doing. Their skin is highly absorbent so if they get 

sick, this is an indication of something not right within the area. They are both predator and prey. Their absence 

would affect those that eat them and those that they eat.  When it comes to money and wealth, we all want it 

to come to us in a good way. If something is not right about the money or how it comes in, we will have to pay 

the consequences. Our own money wealth is also part of the great flow of wealth that we each live within. We 

are also part of the chain of life.  

Hide a wealth frog or place a collection of nine frogs in the prosperity area to encourage good money energy to 

come into you and yours. Keep an eye out for frogs then money to make an appearance on your property.   

3. The Red Envelope: Place nine one-dollar bills inside of a red envelope and hide this in your prosperity corner. 

Never spend it. This is money energy working at its best. It’s like having money seeds. Never, ever spend it. If 

you dug up your seeds or ate them, the tree you are trying to grow would never be able to would it? Just hide it 

and forget about it. 

To amp up the energy of this cure do one or all these things; 

Add five elements to the envelope so there is movement and flow within the space for the money to grow. Fire 

element – matchstick. Water element – tiny mirror or crystal.  Metal element – small spoon or coin. Wood 

element – a small stick. Earth element – tiny rock or smooth stone.  

Set the envelope upon some purple fabric in the hidden place.  

Place a red envelope full of 9-dollar bills in the wealth corner of every room in your home. Hidden of course. 

 

Bonus Cure: If you happen to have a bathroom in the prosperity area, get those drains to the sink, toilet and tub 

plugged up. You can do it literally or energetically by tying a nine-inch red string around the pipe underneath the 

sink and behind the toilet. Put a red cup over the drain in the tub. Your money and your energy to make money 

is draining away if you have openings leading outside in these areas.  

 

Take these action steps to let the energy around you know that your intent is serious. Record when you did them and 

pay attention to what happens next. Bring in a little gratitude as soon as you see something as a gesture of good will. 

This is an abundant universe and it wants to work with you and every one of us. 

Good luck and most auspicious day to you and yours.         


